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Looking for something to read?  See our Reading List; these books, separated by category, are 

ones we find interesting and insightful.  We will be adding to the list over time.   
 

[Posted: April 29, 2019—9:30 AM EDT]  Global equity markets are generally lower this 

morning.  The EuroStoxx 50 is down 0.4% from the last close.  In Asia, the MSCI Asia Apex 50 

was up 1.1% from the prior close.  Chinese markets were lower, with the Shanghai composite 

down 0.8% and the Shenzhen index down 2.4%.  U.S. equity index futures are signaling a lower 

open. With 230 companies having reported, the S&P 500 Q4 earnings stand at $38.18, higher 

than the $37.29 forecast for the quarter.  The forecast reflects a 2.0% decrease from Q1 2018 

earnings.  Thus far this quarter, 79.1% of the companies reported earnings above forecast, while 

15.2% reported earnings below forecast. 

 

Happy Monday!  It was a cold weekend in the Midwest, with a late April snow for the upper 

parts of the nation’s midsection.  It’s going to be a busy week, with the FOMC meeting and 

Japan’s Emperor Akihito taking the rare step of abdication tomorrow.1  Here is what we are 

watching: 

 

Spanish elections: Pedro Sanchez’s Socialist Party had a good election, a rarity for center-left 

parties in the West.  Although the Socialists will still need to build a coalition government, the 

party did take 123 of the 350 seats in the Spanish Parliament; that was up from 85 seats in the 

last government.  The center-right opposition Popular Party took 66 seats.  The centrist 

Ciudadanos won 57 seats, and the hard-left Podemos won 42 seats.2  Vox, the right-wing 

populist party, took a surprising 24 seats, the best performance for a hard-right party in Spain 

since 1982.3  It will still take weeks for Sanchez to form a government, but there isn’t another 

alternative to a return of his government.  The election is supportive for the Eurozone and the EU 

as it shows that a centrist party can still win elections in the region. 

 

Fed: The FOMC meets this week.  There will be talk of an “insurance cut,” a rate reduction to 

“ensure” the expansion continues.  This won’t happen on Wednesday but expect the chair to be 

noncommittal on this issue in the press conference.  There are no dots or new forecasts at this 

meeting but, consistent with the Fed’s new policy, there will be a press conference.  The key 

                                                 
1 https://www.nbcnews.com/news/world/japan-s-revolutionary-emperor-akihito-abdicate-leaving-imposing-
legacy-his-n997971?wpisrc=nl_todayworld&wpmm=1 
2 https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/europe/spain-goes-to-the-polls-in-contentious-snap-
election/2019/04/28/553266c7-6e27-4ee6-b91d-
2dbebe69ca9a_story.html?utm_term=.cbbeb63402b4&wpisrc=nl_todayworld&wpmm=1 
3 https://www.politico.eu/article/spains-socialists-set-to-win-election-without-majority-
poll/?utm_source=POLITICO.EU&utm_campaign=f67bb6c46b-
EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2019_04_29_04_46&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_10959edeb5-f67bb6c46b-190334489 
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issue for the FOMC is falling inflation.4  Chicago FRB President Evans suggested that inflation 

around 1.5% could trigger a rate cut.5  Although the insurance cut and rate reductions due to 

inflation will likely dominate the discussion, we would not expect a move this week.  In fact, 

with the early June summit on the inflation mandate, we probably won’t see a rate move before 

that meeting unless the economic data turns decidedly bad or a financial accident occurs. 

 

China trade talks: Talks resume this week in Beijing as negotiators near an agreement.6  Still, 

there are difficult issues that remain to be worked out,7 with enforcement of the agreement one of 

the areas that remains unresolved.8  It does appear President Trump and General Secretary Xi are 

planning a June signing ceremony in the U.S.9  The financial markets have mostly discounted an 

agreement with China, although we would not be surprised to see further gains if a deal is 

completed. 

 

Japan trade talks: Although President Trump has expressed some optimism that a Japan/U.S. 

trade deal may be coming soon, PM Abe has refused a key component of U.S. demands, an end 

to agricultural tariffs.10  Abe faces local elections later this year and giving in on agriculture 

would put Abe’s party at risk.  Paradoxically, Abe did consume a significant amount of political 

capital to reduce agricultural tariffs as part of TPP.  Thus, the other nations in the agreement now 

have better access to Japan’s agricultural markets compared to the U.S., which refused to join the 

agreement.11 

 

Growing tensions in the South China Sea: The U.S. has put China on notice that it will no 

longer tolerate aggressive actions at sea by China’s fishing fleet and its coast guard.12  China has 

been expanding its power in the region by using these two factors to expand its influence.  

Traditionally, navies have less aggressive terms of engagement with non-military vessels.  China 

has used this practice to its advantage, using the coast guard and fishing fleet to project power.  

By putting out this notice, the U.S. Navy is signaling to China that the U.S. will treat fishing 

vessels and coast guard ships with the same protocol as official Chinese naval vessels.  We also 

note that the U.S. sent two warships through the Taiwan Strait yesterday as a show of force.13  

 

                                                 
4 https://www.ft.com/content/9ba361de-6913-11e9-80c7-60ee53e6681d 
5 https://www.chicagofed.org/publications/speeches/2019/risk-management-and-the-credibility-of-monetary-
policy 
6 https://www.nytimes.com/2019/04/28/us/politics/mnuchin-china-us-trade-
negotiations.html?action=click&module=Top%20Stories&pgtype=Homepage 
7 https://finance.yahoo.com/news/u-china-talks-resume-significant-014443281.html 
8 https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-trade-china-analysis/as-trade-talks-reach-endgame-u-s-china-ties-could-
hinge-on-enforcement-idUSKCN1S50DE 
9 https://www.scmp.com/economy/china-economy/article/3007835/chinese-president-xi-jinping-could-travel-us-
sign-trade-deal 
10 https://www.ft.com/content/6ae28e80-698b-11e9-80c7-60ee53e6681d?shareType=nongift 
11 https://news.yahoo.com/abe-trudeau-extol-pacific-trade-pact-without-us-
202032288.html;_ylt=A0geKVXkD8ZcQQwAcwljmolQ;_ylu=X3oDMTByMjB0aG5zBGNvbG8DYmYxBHBvcwMxBHZ0a
WQDBHNlYwNzYw--?wpisrc=nl_todayworld&wpmm=1 
12 https://www.ft.com/content/ab4b1602-696a-11e9-80c7-60ee53e6681d?shareType=nongift 
13 https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-taiwan-china-military/two-us-navy-warships-sail-through-strategic-
taiwan-strait-idUSKCN1S5003 
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https://news.yahoo.com/abe-trudeau-extol-pacific-trade-pact-without-us-202032288.html;_ylt=A0geKVXkD8ZcQQwAcwljmolQ;_ylu=X3oDMTByMjB0aG5zBGNvbG8DYmYxBHBvcwMxBHZ0aWQDBHNlYwNzYw--?wpisrc=nl_todayworld&wpmm=1
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Iran oil sanctions: The Trump administration is holding fast to its position on Iranian oil 

waivers, indicating that a hard stop will be enforced on May 1.  In other words, there will be no 

grace period for winding down transactions with Iran.14  Meanwhile, President Trump has 

renewed his call for OPEC to boost production to offset the loss of Iranian crude.15 

 

African Swine Fever: There are reports that the deadly African Swine Fever16 has moved into 

North Korea.17  The virus, which does not directly affect humans, is deadly for pigs, with a very 

high fatality rate.  It has already adversely affected China’s massive pork industry and reports 

indicate it may be in Eastern Europe as well.18  It hasn’t been reported in the U.S. yet, but 

agriculture security officials are very concerned about the virus entering North America at some 

point.  The virus is a bearish factor for grains but has sent pork prices soaring. 

 

Is a sacred cow on the block?  A decade ago, Germany implemented a fiscal rule that makes it 

nearly impossible for the country to run fiscal deficits.  This decision, coupled with high private 

sector net saving, has led to Germany running a massive trade surplus.  At long last, it appears 

there may be some cracks developing in support of the fiscal rule.19  The rule has curtailed public 

investment and Germany’s infrastructure has suffered over the 10 years it has been in place.  

Germany needs to bend on this issue.  Its economy has become very dependent on exports. 
 

 
 

                                                 
14 https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-iran-sanctions/no-wind-down-for-china-on-stopping-its-iran-oil-buys-
trump-officials-idUSKCN1S2238 
15 https://www.cnbc.com/2019/04/29/oil-market-trump-opec-output-us-iran-oil-sanctions-in-focus.html 
16 https://www.wsj.com/articles/inside-chinas-battle-to-contain-deadly-swine-fever-11556193605 
17 https://www.dailynk.com/english/north-korea-appears-to-have-outbreak-of-african-swine-fever/ 
18https://www.avma.org/News/JAVMANews/Pages/190515a.aspx?mode=mobile&utm_source=newsletter&utm_
medium=email&utm_campaign=newsletter_axioschina&stream=top 
19 https://www.ft.com/content/fff17750-65c8-11e9-a79d-04f350474d62?shareType=nongift 

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-iran-sanctions/no-wind-down-for-china-on-stopping-its-iran-oil-buys-trump-officials-idUSKCN1S2238
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-iran-sanctions/no-wind-down-for-china-on-stopping-its-iran-oil-buys-trump-officials-idUSKCN1S2238
https://www.cnbc.com/2019/04/29/oil-market-trump-opec-output-us-iran-oil-sanctions-in-focus.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/inside-chinas-battle-to-contain-deadly-swine-fever-11556193605
https://www.dailynk.com/english/north-korea-appears-to-have-outbreak-of-african-swine-fever/
https://www.avma.org/News/JAVMANews/Pages/190515a.aspx?mode=mobile&utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=newsletter_axioschina&stream=top
https://www.avma.org/News/JAVMANews/Pages/190515a.aspx?mode=mobile&utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=newsletter_axioschina&stream=top
https://www.ft.com/content/fff17750-65c8-11e9-a79d-04f350474d62?shareType=nongift
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On the above chart, we have put a vertical line representing the onset of the fiscal law.  Since 

implemented, the trade surplus has continued to increase.20  Germany’s current account surplus 

represents about 7.5% of its GDP, one of the highest in the world.  Expanding its fiscal deficit 

should reduce that surplus and boost growth for the rest of the Eurozone. 

 

S&P on Italy: Standard and Poor’s left everything unchanged by maintaining the BBB rating on 

Italy’s sovereign debt along with the negative outlook.  So, the good news is that a crisis was 

averted; the bad news is that nothing has been resolved.   

 

U.S. Economic Releases 
 

Personal income came in below expectations, rising 0.1% from the prior month compared to the 

forecast of 0.4%.  Personal spending rose 0.9% from the prior month.  Real personal spending 

was also below expectations, rising 0.1% from the prior month compared to the forecast of 0.3%.   
  

 
 

The chart above shows the year-over-year change in personal income.  Personal income rose 

4.2% from the prior year. 

 

The PCE deflator came in below expectations, rising 0.2% from the prior month compared to the 

forecast of 0.3%.  Core PCE was also below expectations, unchanged from the prior month 

compared to the forecast of 0.3%. 

  

                                                 
20 For reference, gross exports represent about 12% of U.S. GDP. 
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The chart above shows the year-over-year change in core PCE and core CPI.  The yearly changes 

in core PCE and core CPI rose 1.6% and 2.0%, respectively.  The FOMC has a target of 2.0% for 

core PCE inflation.  By this measure, the Fed has achieved its policy goal on both full 

employment and inflation.   

 

The rise in spending coupled with weak income growth led to a decline in the saving rate.  The 

rate fell to 6.5% of after-tax income, down from 7.3% in February. 
 

 
 

The table below shows the economic releases scheduled for the rest of the day. 
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EDT Indicator Expected Prior Rating

10:30 Dallas Fed Manufacturing Activity m/m apr 10.0 8.3 **

Fed speakers or events

Economic Releases

No speakers or events scheduled  
 

Foreign Economic News 
 

We monitor numerous global economic indicators on a continuous basis.  The most significant 

international news that was released overnight is outlined below.  Not all releases are equally 

significant, thus we have created a star rating to convey to our readers the importance of the 

various indicators.  The rating column below is a three-star scale of importance, with one star 

being the least important and three stars being the most important.  We note that these ratings do 

change over time as economic circumstances change.  Additionally, for ease of reading, we have 

also color-coded the market impact section, which indicates the effect on the foreign market.  

Red indicates a concerning development, yellow indicates an emerging trend that we are 

following closely for possible complications and green indicates neutral conditions.  We will add 

a paragraph below if any development merits further explanation.  
 
Country Indicator Current Prior Expected Rating Market Impact

ASIA-PACIFIC

Japan Jobless Rate m/m apr 2.5% 2.3% 2.4% *** Equity bearish, bond bullish

Job-to-Applicant Ratio m/m apr 1.63 1.63 1.63 *** Equity and bond neutral

Tokyo CPI m/m apr 1.4% 0.9% 1.1% *** Equity bearish, bond bullish

Tokyo CPI Ex-Food y/y apr 1.3% 1.1% 1.1% *** Equity bearish, bond bullish

Tokyo CPI Ex-Food, Energy y/y apr 0.9% 0.7% 0.7% *** Equity bearish, bond bullish

Industrial Production y/y mar -4.6% -1.1% -3.8% *** Equity and bond bearish

Retail Sales y/y mar 1.0% 0.4% 0.8% ** Equity bullish, bond bearish

Housing Starts y/y mar 10.0% 4.2% 5.2% ** Equity bullish, bond bearish

Australia PPI y/y 1q 1.9% 2.0% ** Equity and bond neutral

Import Price Index q/q 1q -0.5% 0.5% 0.4% ** Equity bullish, bond bearish

Export Price Index q/q 1q 4.5% 4.4% 3.5% ** Equity bullish, bond bearish

New Zealand ANZ Consumer Confidence m/m apr 1.1% 0.8% *** Equity bullish, bond bearish

Trade Balance m/m mar 922 mn 12 mn 131 mn ** Equity bullish, bond bearish

EUROPE

France Consumer Confidence m/m apr 96 97 96 *** Equity and bond neutral

Total Jobseeker m/m apr 3391.9k 3418.6 k ** Equity and bond neutral

Russia Gold and Forex Reserve m/m apr 490.9 bn 491.6 bn * Equity and bond neutral

AMERICAS

Mexico Retail Sales m/m feb 1.2% 1.9% 0.0% ** Equity and bond neutral

Brazil IBGE Inflation IPCA m/m apr 0.7% 0.5% 0.7% *** Equity and bond neutral

Current Account Balance m/m mar -$0.494 bn -$1.134 bn -$0.100 bn ** Equity bearish, bond bullish

Foreign Direct Investment m/m mar $6.846 bn $8.400 bn $7.900 bn ** Equity bearish, bond bullish  
 

Financial Markets 
 

The table below highlights some of the indicators that we follow on a daily basis.  Again, the 

color coding is similar to the foreign news description above.  We will add a paragraph below if 

a certain move merits further explanation. 
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Today Prior Change Trend

3-mo Libor yield (bps) 258 258 0 Up

3-mo T-bill yield (bps) 236 237 -1 Neutral

TED spread (bps) 22 22 0 Neutral

U.S. Libor/OIS spread (bps) 240 240 0 Up

10-yr T-note (%) 2.51 2.50 0.01 Neutral

Euribor/OIS spread (bps) -31 -31 0 Neutral

EUR/USD 3-mo swap (bps) 19 18 1 Down

Currencies Direction

dollar up Neutral

euro flat Up

yen down Neutral

pound flat Neutral

franc flat Neutral  
 

Commodity Markets 
 

The commodity section below shows some of the commodity prices and their change from the 

prior trading day, with commentary on the cause of the change highlighted in the last column. 
 

Price Prior Change Explanation

Brent $71.87 $72.15 -0.39%

WTI $63.16 $63.30 -0.22%  

Natural Gas $2.58 $2.58 -0.16%  

Crack Spread $22.64 $22.70 -0.24%

12-mo strip crack $18.74 $18.79 -0.26%

Ethanol rack $1.46 $1.46 0.34%

Gold $1,280.79 $1,286.16 -0.42%

Silver $14.97 $15.09 -0.76%

Copper contract $287.80 $289.40 -0.55%

Corn contract 364.00$       361.25$       0.76%

Wheat contract 441.25$       442.50$       -0.28%

Soybeans contract 867.75$       867.00$       0.09%

Baltic Dry Freight 889 869 20

Shipping

Energy Markets

Metals

Grains

 
 

Weather 
 

The 6-10 and 8-14 day forecasts show cooler temps for most of the country, with warmer temps 

in the Midwest and southeastern regions.  Precipitation is expected for most of the country.   
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Asset Allocation Weekly 
Confluence Investment Management offers various asset allocation products which are managed using 

“top down,” or macro, analysis.  We report asset allocation thoughts on a weekly basis, updating this 

section every Friday.  
 

April 26, 2019 
 

One of the age-old problems of analysis is the problem of correlation versus causality.  

Correlations simply show the degree of relation; the range runs from -1 (perfectly negative) to +1 

(perfectly positive).  In any introductory statistics class, the instructor will discuss the difference 

between relation and causality.  Here is an example: 

 

 
(Source: http://tylervigen.com/spurious-correlations) 

 

Although it might be possible to concoct a reason why chicken consumption would be related to 

crude oil imports, in reality, the relationship is spurious.   

 

The advent of cheap computing power has given rise to data mining that allows researchers to 

scan massive amounts of data and find relations.  In fact, some in the tech industry tend to 

believe that theory is unnecessary—simply find the relationships and assume they will continue.  

However, without theory, if the relationship breaks down then there is no way of knowing why it 

fell apart. 

 

This chart has started making the rounds in reports: 

 

http://tylervigen.com/spurious-correlations
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This chart shows the 10-year Chinese sovereign yield with the yearly change in the S&P 500 and 

the MSCI World Index.  Casual observation would suggest they are closely related; in fact, the 

correlation between the Chinese bond yield and the MSCI is 66.7% and 72.1% with the S&P 

500.  What’s implied is that developed world stock markets are dependent on Chinese yields.  

One would expect Chinese yields to rise with better growth in China, and this would suggest that 

foreign economies, and thus their markets, depend on Chinese growth.21 

 

Perhaps.  But it is also possible that Chinese interest rates are sensitive to world growth; 

therefore, when the developed world economy does better so does the Chinese economy, and the 

improvement leads to higher yields in China.  In other words, the direction of causality is 

difficult to ascertain. 

 

Often, relationships such as this occur because of some other, unnamed variable.  Consequently, 

in the above case, all three are related to a fourth variable.  Since 2014, for example, Chinese 

bond yields have been closely correlated to the dollar. 

 

                                                 
21 Granger causality testing tends to support the idea that Chinese yields drive equity market performance.  
Although statistically sound, Granger causality testing is atheoretical and thus not necessarily causal. 
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On this chart, the JPM Dollar Index is shown on an inverted scale.  When the dollar strengthens, 

Chinese yields tend to fall; during periods of dollar weakness, the CNY yields rise.  Since China 

tends to manage the CNY/USD rate, it’s plausible that when the dollar weakens China enjoys the 

benefits of that weakness by allowing the CNY to weaken as well.  A weaker currency boosts 

China’s exports and leads to higher interest rates.  And, a weaker dollar tends to support both the 

above stock indices.  Therefore, the dollar’s impact probably explains the relationship between 

Chinese bond yields and developed market equities. 

 

Finally, one last word of caution.  In regression analysis, the dependent variable = intercept + 

independent variable + error term.  The error term, in theory, contains a myriad of variables that 

we assume, under the majority of circumstances, balance each other out and thus allow for the 

model to be stable.  In reality, the variables not specifically delineated in the error term can 

emerge and affect the dependent variable; sometimes this occurs only for a short time but can 

make forecasting a challenge.  Given the short history of the above, it is possible that conditions 

could change and the relationship completely breaks down.  Thus, the moral of the story is that 

conditions do change and investors need to be cognizant of that fact and try to adjust 

accordingly.  And, one needs to be careful of seemingly clear charts. 

    

 

 
Past performance is no guarantee of future results.  Information provided in this report is for educational and illustrative purposes only 

and should not be construed as individualized investment advice or a recommendation.  The investment or strategy discussed may not be 

suitable for all investors.  Investors must make their own decisions based on their specific investment objectives and financial 

circumstances.  Opinions expressed are current as of the date shown and are subject to change.  
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Data Section 

 

U.S. Equity Markets – (as of 4/26/2019 close) 
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These S&P 500 and sector return charts are designed to provide the reader with an easy overview 

of the year-to-date and prior trading day total return.  Sectors are ranked by total return; green 

indicating positive and red indicating negative return, along with the overall S&P 500 in black. 

These charts represent the new sectors following the 2018 sector reconfiguration.  

 

Asset Class Performance – (as of 4/26/2019 close) 
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Asset classes are defined as follows: Large Cap (S&P 500 Index), Mid Cap (S&P 400 Index), 

Small Cap (Russell 2000 Index), Foreign Developed (MSCI EAFE (USD and local currency) 

Index),Real Estate (FTSE NAREIT Index), Emerging Markets (MSCI Emerging Markets (USD 

and local currency) Index), Cash (iShares Short Treasury Bond ETF), U.S. Corporate Bond 

(iShares iBoxx $ Investment Grade Corporate Bond ETF), U.S. Government Bond (iShares 7-10 

Year Treasury Bond ETF), U.S. High Yield (iShares iBoxx $ High Yield Corporate Bond ETF), 

Commodities (Bloomberg total return Commodity Index). 

This chart shows the year-to-date 

returns for various asset classes, 

updated daily.  The asset classes are 

ranked by total return (including 

dividends), with green indicating 

positive and red indicating negative 

returns from the beginning of the 

year, as of prior close. 
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P/E Update 
 

April 25, 2019 
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P/E as of 4/23/2019 = 18.7x

 
 

Based on our methodology,22 the current P/E is 18.7x, up 0.1x from last week.  Rising index 

values led to the rise in the P/E. 
 
 
This report was prepared by Confluence Investment Management LLC and reflects the current opinion of the authors. It is based 
upon sources and data believed to be accurate and reliable. Opinions and forward looking statements expressed are subject to 
change. This is not a solicitation or an offer to buy or sell any security. 

                                                 
22 This chart offers a running snapshot of the S&P 500 P/E in a long-term historical context. We are using a specific 
measurement process, similar to Value Line, which combines earnings estimates and actual data. We use an 
adjusted operating earnings number going back to 1870 (we adjust as-reported earnings to operating earnings 
through a regression process until 1988), and actual operating earnings after 1988. For the current quarter, we use 
the I/B/E/S estimates which are updated regularly throughout the quarter; currently, the four-quarter earnings 
sum includes three actual quarters (Q3 and Q4) and two estimates (Q1 and Q2). We take the S&P average for the 
quarter and divide by the rolling four-quarter sum of earnings to calculate the P/E. This methodology isn’t perfect 
(it will tend to inflate the P/E on a trailing basis and deflate it on a forward basis), but it will also smooth the data 
and avoid P/E volatility caused by unusual market activity (through the average price process). Why this process?  
Given the constraints of the long-term data series, this is the best way to create a long-term dataset for P/E ratios. 


